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CARMANAH — R829-E 

SCHOOL ZONE          

FLASHING BEACON 

R829-E, R829-F & R829-G 
 

Reduce vehicle speeds in school 

zones. Non-specialized school 

maintenance crews can add this 

compact, 13-watt flashing beacon 

to existing school speed limit  

signage, making installation fast 

and simple. With no grid          

connections required, the beacons 

reduce both installation and     

long-term operating costs. The 

battery, energy management   

system, and solar panel are     

contained in one unit, making this 

a self-contained solution.  

PLASTICADE — 

TRENCH COVERS 

35”, 27” AND PEDESTRIAN 

SIZES 

Exceptionally rigid, yet lighter 

than steel. Easier & safer to lift 

into place than steel. More stable 

& durable than plywood. Less 

street noise. High visibility yellow. 

Anti-skid surface. Graduated 

edge prevents tripping. No scrap 

value for metal thieves. No cold 

patch needed. Rot & corrosion 

resistant. 

PLASTICADE — POWER POSTTM  

WITH STEEL LEGS TYPE III  

Plastic posts save you time and money! 
    - easier to handle 
    - set up and break down goes faster 
Lightweight but strong 
   - 67% lighter than steel square tube posts 
   - impact resistant 
Quick removal of uprights from feet 
   - allows for short term or permanent placement 
No rust or corrosion. Use with Steel Square Tube feet or Angle Iron 
feet. Easy to assemble and replace parts if necessary. 



SWS — UTILITY TC12 ARROW BOARD 

Anodized aluminum sheet metal body w/ 3M retroreflective material 

Dual manual flap design with unique side flap retainer 

12 x  LED light heads  

AutoDimTM  photosensor for automatic night time dimming 

Corrosion proof design 

Dual optic lens for short and long range 

The hermetically sealed light heads will not be affected by outside factors such as temperature, humidity & 

condensation 

Easy replacement light heads 

GEVEKO — CHIP FILL 

Potholes 
 

Potholes on the road can be dangerous 

hazards and must be attended to quickly 

to avoid accidents. Depending on the 

size of the road damage, we offer two 

different specially designed products 

which will fast and easily repair the road 

with a minimal downtime of traffic.  

GEVEKO — 

AQUAROUTE
®
 

WATERBORNE ROAD MARKING 

PAINT 

AquaRoute® is our environmentally 

friendly waterborne road marking 

paints characterised by their easy 

use and fast-drying abilities. There 

are no special restrictions in order 

to work with waterborne paint, and 

it can be applied on both concrete 

and bituminous surfaces. 


